Almatec® Announces Headquarters
Relocation to Accommodate Company Growth
Duisburg, Germany, 5 November 2018 — Almatec®, part of PSG®, a Dover company and premier
manufacturer of air-operated double-diaphragm (AODD) pumps and Quattroflow™ quaternary diaphragm
pumps, announced today that it has moved into new corporate headquarters located at Hochstraße 150152 in Duisburg, Germany. The new headquarters will accommodate the growing business by providing
roughly 70% more space, including a much larger manufacturing facility and a state-of-the-art ISO Class
7 cleanroom.
“This move is a big milestone for our company, employees
and customers will all benefit from the opportunities this
new facility provides,” said Rainer Wulf, Managing Director
for Almatec. “Our company is growing, and we plan to
continue this growth into 2019 and beyond. With our new
headquarters, we now have a suitable location to support
that growth. In addition, the significantly larger space
provides current and future employees with an attractive
working environment that will provide ample opportunities
for collaboration and innovation.”
Providing 1,600 square meters (17,200 square feet) of
office space and 3,750 square meters (40,350 square feet)
of manufacturing floor space, Almatec’s new location
nearly doubles the company’s previous manufacturing
footprint. The new space has also been designed to
increase efficiency for all departments, and reflects
Almatec’s commitment to providing world-class AODD and
quaternary diaphragm pumps while delivering industry
leading customer service.
“The new manufacturing space will allow us to increase our production capabilities and meet the demand
of increasing orders from customers around the world,” added Wulf. “Our team is excited about the
growth we’ve been experiencing, and this expansion shows a commitment to build on our team’s
successes and keep our momentum going strong. And while our address may be changing, what remains
the same is the outstanding quality of our Almatec and Quattroflow pumps, and our personal commitment
to satisfying our customers.”
For more on Almatec and Quattroflow pumps, please visit almatec.de and quattroflow.com. Almatec and
Quattroflow are product brands within PSG®, a Dover company. For more information on PSG, please go
to psgdover.com.
About Almatec:
Almatec Maschinenbau GmbH is a premier manufacturer of air-operated double-diaphragm pumps (AODD). Specializing in
machined plastic pumps and stainless steel pumps for various markets, the brand name Almatec has become synonymous with
quality, reliability and safety. Almatec — headquartered in Duisburg, Germany — is part of PSG®, a Dover company. For more
information on Almatec or PSG, please go to almatec.de or psgdover.com.

About Quattroflow:

Quattroflow™ is a leading brand of Almatec® Maschinenbau GmbH, Duisburg, Germany, which is part of PSG®, a Dover company.
Quattroflow pumps offer a four-piston diaphragm technology and primarily serve industries such as pharmaceutical and
biopharmaceutical that require gentle displacement, reliability, product safety, purity and cleanability. For more information on
Quattroflow and its complete family of four-piston pumps, please visit quattroflow.com. For more information on PSG and any of
its leading brands, please visit psgdover.com.
About Dover:
Dover is a diversified global manufacturer with annual revenue of approximately $7 billion. We deliver innovative equipment and
components, specialty systems, consumable supplies, software and digital solutions, and support services through three operating
segments: Engineered Systems, Fluids and Refrigeration & Food Equipment. Dover combines global scale with operational agility to
lead the markets we serve. Recognized for our entrepreneurial approach for over 60 years, our team of over 24,000 employees
takes an ownership mindset, collaborating with customers to redefine what's possible. Dover is headquartered in Downers Grove,
Illinois.
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